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Abstract

The generality of decision and game theory has enabled
domain-independent progress in AI research. For example,
a better algorithm for finding good policies in (PO)MDPs can
be instantly used in a variety of applications. But such a gen-
eral theory is lacking when it comes to moral decision mak-
ing. For AI applications with a moral component, are we then
forced to build systems based on many ad-hoc rules? In this
paper we discuss possible ways to avoid this conclusion.

Introduction

As deployed AI systems become more autonomous, they
increasingly face moral dilemmas. An often-used example
is that of a self-driving car that faces an unavoidable acci-
dent, but has several options how to act, with different ef-
fects on its passengers and others in the scenario. (See, for
example, Bonnefon, Shariff, and Rahwan (2016).) But there
are other examples where AI is already used to make deci-
sions with life-or-death consequences. Consider, for exam-
ple, kidney exchanges. These cater to patients in need of a
kidney that have a willing live donor whose kidney the pa-
tient’s body would reject. In this situation, the patient may
be able to swap donors with another patient in the same sit-
uation. (More complex arrangements are possible as well.)
For these exchanges, algorithms developed in the AI com-
munity are already used to determine which patients receive
which kidneys (see, e.g., Dickerson and Sandholm (2015)).
While it may be possible to find special-purpose solutions
for moral decision making in these domains, in the long run
there is a need for a general framework that an AI agent can
use to make moral decisions in a wider variety of contexts.
In this paper, we lay out some possible roadmaps for arriving
at such a framework.

Motivation

Most AI research is conducted within straightforward utili-
tarian or consequentialist frameworks, but these simple ap-
proaches can lead to counterintuitive judgments from an eth-
ical perspective. For example, most people consider it im-
moral to harvest a healthy patient’s organs to save the lives of
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two or even five other patients. Research in ethics and moral
psychology elucidates our moral intuitions in such examples
by distinguishing between doing and allowing, emphasizing
the role of intent, applying general rules about kinds of ac-
tions (such as “Don’t kill”), and referring to rights (such as
the patient’s) and roles (such as the doctor’s). Incorporating
these morally relevant factors among others could enable AI
to make moral decisions that are safer, more robust, more
beneficial, and acceptable to a wider range of people.1

To be useful in the development of AI, our moral theories
must provide more than vague, general criteria. They must
also provide an operationalizable, and presumably quan-
titative, theory that specifies which particular actions are
morally right or wrong in a wide range of situations. This, of
course, also requires the agent to have a language in which to
represent the structure of the actions being judged (Mikhail
2007) and the morally relevant features of actions (Gert
2004) along with rules about how these features interact and
affect moral judgments. Moral theory and AI need to work
together in this endeavor.

Multiple approaches can be taken to arrive at general-
purpose procedures for automatically making moral deci-
sions. One approach is to use game theory. Game-theoretic
formalisms are widely used by artificial intelligence re-
searchers to represent multiagent decision scenarios, but, as
we will argue below, its solution concepts and possibly even
its basic representation schemes need to be extended in order
to provide guidance on moral behavior. Another approach
is to use machine learning. We can use the moral philoso-
phy and psychology literatures to identify features of moral
dilemmas that are relevant to the moral status of possible
actions described in the dilemmas. Human subjects can be
asked to make moral judgments about a set of moral dilem-
mas in order to obtain a labeled data set. Then, we can train
classifiers based on this data set and the identified features.
(Compare also the top-down vs. bottom-up distinction in au-
tomated moral decision making, as described by Wallach
and Allen (2008).) We will discuss these two approaches in
turn.

1The point that, as advanced AI acquires more autonomy, it is
essential to bring moral reasoning into it has been made previously
by others—e.g., Moor (2006).
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Examples

In this paper, we will take a very broad view of what consti-
tutes a moral dilemma (contrast Sinnott-Armstrong (1988)).
As a simple example, consider the trust game (Berg, Dick-
haut, and McCabe 1995). In the trust game, player 1 is
given some amount of money—say, $100. She2 is then al-
lowed to give any fraction of this money back to the ex-
perimenter, who will then triple this returned money and
give it to player 2. Finally, player 2 may return any frac-
tion of the money he has received to player 1. For exam-
ple, player 1 might give $50 back, so that player 2 receives
3·$50 = $150, who then might give $75 back, leaving player
1 with $50 + $75 = $125. The most straightforward game-
theoretic analysis of this game assumes that each player, at
any point in the game, is interested only in maximizing the
amount of money she herself receives. Under this assump-
tion, player 2 would never have any reason to return any
money to player 1. Anticipating this, player 1 would not give
any money, either. However, despite this analysis, human
subjects playing the trust game generally do give money in
both roles (Berg, Dickhaut, and McCabe 1995). One of the
reasons why is likely that many people feel it is wrong for
player 2 not to give any money back after player 1 has de-
cided to give him some (and, when in the role of player 1,
they expect player 2 not to take such a wrong action).

This case study illustrates a general feature of moral rea-
soning. Most people consider not only the consequences of
their actions but also the setting in which they perform their
actions. They ask whether an act would be unfair or selfish
(because they are not sharing a good with someone who is
equally deserving), ungrateful (because it harms someone
who benefited them in the past), disloyal (by betraying a
friend who has been loyal), untrustworthy (because it breaks
a promise), or deserved (because the person won a competi-
tion or committed a crime). In these ways, moral reasoners
typically look not only to the future but also to the past.

Of course, not everyone will agree about which factors
are morally relevant, and even fewer people will agree about
which factor is the most important in a given conflict. For
example, some people will think that it is morally wrong
to lie to protect a family member, whereas others will think
that lying in such circumstances is not only permitted but re-
quired. Nonetheless, a successful moral AI system does not
necessarily have to dictate one true answer in such cases. It
may suffice to know how much various groups value differ-
ent factors or value them differently. Then when we code
moral values into AI, we would have the option of either
using the moral values of a specific individual or group—
a type of moral relativism—or giving the AI some type of
social-choice-theoretic aggregate of the moral values that
we have inferred (for example, by letting our models of
multiple people’s moral values vote over the relevant al-
ternatives, or using only the moral values that are com-
mon to all of them). This approach suggests new research
problems in the field of computational social choice (see,
e.g., Brandt, Conitzer, and Endriss; Brandt et al. (2013;

2We use “she” for player 1 or a generic player, and “he” for
player 2.

2015)). Rossi (2016) has described related, but distinct so-
cial choice problems where (not necessarily moral) prefer-
ences are either aggregated together with a moral ranking of
all the alternatives, or the preferences are themselves ranked
according to a moral ordering (see also Greene et al. (2016)).

Abstractly Representing Moral Dilemmas:

A Game-Theoretic Approach

For us humans, the most natural way to describe a moral
dilemma is to use natural language. However, given the cur-
rent state of AI in general and of natural language processing
in particular, such verbal descriptions will not suffice for our
purposes. Moral dilemmas will need to be more abstractly
represented, and as is generally the case in AI research, the
choice of representation scheme is extremely important. In
this section, we consider an approach to this problem in-
spired by game theory.

Game-Theoretic Representation Schemes

Game theory (see, e.g., Fudenberg and Tirole (1991)) con-
cerns the modeling of scenarios where multiple parties
(henceforth, agents) have different interests but interact in
the same domain. It provides various natural representation
schemes for such multiagent decision problems. Scenarios
described in game theory involve sequences of actions that
lead to different agents being better or worse off to different
degrees. Since moral concepts—such as selfishness, loyalty,
trustworthiness, and fairness—often influence which action
people choose to take, or at least believe they should take,
in such situations, game theory is potentially a good fit for
abstractly representing moral dilemmas.

One of the standard representation schemes in game the-
ory is that of the extensive form, which is a generalization
of the game trees studied in introductory AI courses. The
extensive-form representation of the trust game (or rather, a
version of it in which player 1 can only give multiples of $50
and player 2 only multiples of $100) is shown in Figure 1.

Player 1

Give 100 50 0

Player 2y

Give 300 200 100 0 00100

300, 0 200, 100 100, 200 0, 300 150, 50 50, 150 100, 0

Figure 1: The trust game. Each edge corresponds to an ac-
tion in the game and is labeled with that action. Each bottom
(leaf) node corresponds to an outcome of the game and is la-
beled with the corresponding payoffs for player 1 and player
2, respectively.

We will turn to the question of whether such representa-
tion schemes suffice to model moral dilemmas more gener-
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ally shortly. First, we discuss how to solve such games.

Moral Solution Concepts

The standard solution concepts in game theory assume that
each agent pursues nothing but its own prespecified utility.
If we suppose in the trust game that each player just seeks
to maximize her own monetary payoff, then game theory
would prescribe that the second player give nothing back re-
gardless of how much he receives, and consequently that the
first player give nothing.3 However, this is not the behavior
observed in experiments with human subjects. Games that
elicit human behavior that does not match game-theoretic
analyses, such as the trust game, are often used to criti-
cize the game-theoretic model of behavior and have led to
the field of behavioral game theory (Camerer 2003). While
in behavioral game theory, attention is often drawn to the
fact that humans are not infinitely rational and cannot be ex-
pected to perform complete game-theoretic analyses in their
heads, it seems that this is not the primary reason that agents
behave differently in the trust game, which after all is quite
simple. Rather, it seems that the simplistic game-theoretic
solution fails to account for ethical considerations.

In traditional game theory’s defense, it should be noted
that an agent’s utility may take into account the welfare of
others, so it is possible for altruism to be captured by a
game-theoretic account. However, what is morally right or
wrong also seems to depend on past actions by other play-
ers. Consider, for example, the notion of betrayal: if another
agent knowingly enables me either to act to benefit us both,
or to act to benefit myself even more while significantly hurt-
ing the other agent, doing the latter seems morally wrong.
This, in our view, is one of the primary things going on in
the trust game. The key insight is that to model this phe-
nomenon, we cannot simply first assess the agents’ other-
regarding preferences, include these in their utilities at the
leaves of the game, and solve the game (as in the case of
pure altruism). Rather, the analysis of the game (solving it)
must be intertwined with the assessment of whether an agent
morally should pursue another agent’s well-being. This calls
for novel moral solution concepts in game theory.

We have already done some conceptual and algorithmic
work on a solution concept that takes such issues into ac-
count (Letchford, Conitzer, and Jain 2008). This solution
concept involves repeatedly solving the game and then mod-
ifying the agents’ preferences based on the solution. The
modification makes it so that (for example) player 2 wants
to ensure that player 1 receives at least what she could have
received in the previous solution, unless this conflicts with
player 2 receiving at least as much as he would have re-
ceived in the previous solution. For example, in the trust
game player 2’s preferences are modified so that he values
player 1 receiving back at least what she gave to player 2.

3The technical name for this type of analysis is backward induc-
tion, resulting in behavior that constitutes a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium of the game.

What Is Left Out & Possible Extensions

The solution concept from Letchford, Conitzer, and
Jain (2008) is defined only in very restricted settings, namely
2-player perfect-information4 games. One research direction
is to generalize the concept to games with more players
and/or imperfect information. Another is to define different
solution concepts that capture other ethical concerns.

Zooming out, this general approach is inherently limited
by the aspects of moral dilemmas that can be captured in
game-theoretic representations. While we believe that the
standard representation schemes of game theory can cap-
ture much of what is relevant, they may not capture every-
thing that is relevant. For example, in moral philosophy, a
distinction is often made between doing harm and allowing
harm. Consider a situation where a runaway train will surely
hit and kill exactly one innocent person (player 2) standing
on a track, unless player 1 intervenes and puts the train on
another track instead, where it will surely hit and kill ex-
actly one other innocent person (player 3). The natural ex-
tensive form of the game (Figure 2) is entirely symmetric
and thereby cannot be used to distinguish between the two
alternatives. (Note that the labels on the edges are formally
not part of the game.) However, many philosophers (as well

Player 1

Do nothing
Put train on
other trackg other track

0, 100, 0 0, 0, 100

Figure 2: “Runaway train.” Player 1 must choose whether to
allow player 2 to be hurt or to hurt player 3 instead.

as non-philosophers) would argue that there is a significant
distinction between the two alternatives, and that switching
the train to the second track is morally wrong. We propose
that the action-inaction distinction could be addressed by
slightly extending the extensive-form representation so that
at every information set (decision point), one action is la-
beled as the “passive” action (e.g., leaving the train alone).
Other extensions may be needed as well. For example, we
may take into account what each agent in the game deserves
(according to some theory of desert), which may require us
to further extend the representation scheme.5

A broader issue is that in behavioral game and decision
theory it is well understood that the way the problem is

4In a perfect-information game, the current state is fully ob-
servable to each player (e.g., chess), in contrast to imperfect-
information games (e.g., poker).

5Note that, to the extent the reasons for what an agent deserves
are based solely on the agent’s earlier actions in the game un-
der consideration, solution concepts such as those described above
might in fact capture this. If so, then the only cases in which we
need to extend the representation scheme are those where what an
agent deserves is external to the game under study (e.g., the agent
is a previously convicted criminal).
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framed—i.e., the particular language in which the prob-
lem is described, or even the order in which dilemmas are
presented—can significantly affect human subjects’ deci-
sions. That is, two ways of describing the same dilemma can
produce consistently different responses from human sub-
jects (Kahneman and Tversky 2000). The same is surely the
case for moral dilemmas (Sinnott-Armstrong 2008). Moral
AI would need to replicate this behavior if the goal is to mir-
ror or predict human moral judgments. In contrast, if our
goal is to make coherent moral judgments, then moral AI
might instead need to avoid such framing effects.

Setting up a Machine Learning Framework

Another approach for developing procedures that automat-
ically make moral decisions is based on machine learning
(see, e.g., Mitchell (1997)). We can assemble a training set
of moral decision problem instances labeled with human
judgments of the morally correct decision(s), and allow our
AI system to generalize. (Other work has focused on obtain-
ing human judgments not of the actions themselves, but of
persuasion strategies in such scenarios (Stock, Guerini, and
Pianesi 2016).) To evaluate this approach with current tech-
nology, it is insufficient to represent the instances in natural
language; instead, we must represent them more abstractly.
What is the right representation scheme for this purpose, and
what features are important? How do we construct and ac-
curately label a good training set?

Representing Dilemmas by Their Key Moral
Features

When we try to classify a given action in a given moral
dilemma as morally right or wrong (as judged by a given
human being), we can try to do so based on various fea-
tures (or attributes) of the action. In a restricted domain, it
may be relatively clear what the relevant features are. When
a self-driving car must decide whether to take one action
or another in an impending-crash scenario, natural features
include the expected number of lives lost for each course
of action, which of the people involved were at fault, etc.
When allocating a kidney, natural features include the prob-
ability that the kidney is rejected by a particular patient,
whether that patient needs the kidney urgently, etc. Even
in these scenarios, identifying all the relevant features may
not be easy. (E.g., is it relevant that one potential kidney re-
cipient has made a large donation to medical research and
the other has not?) However, the primary goal of a general
framework for moral decision making is to identify abstract
features that apply across domains, rather than to identify
every nuanced feature that is potentially relevant to isolated
scenarios. The literature in moral psychology and cognitive
science may guide us in identifying these general concepts.
For example, Haidt and Joseph (2004) have proposed five
moral foundations—harm/care, fairness/reciprocity, loyalty,
authority, and purity. Recent research has added new foun-
dations and subdivided some of these foundations (Clifford
et al. 2015). The philosophy literature can similarly be help-
ful; e.g., Gert (2004) provides a very inclusive list of morally
relevant features.

Classifying Actions as Morally Right or Wrong

Given a labeled dataset of moral dilemmas represented as
lists of feature values, we can apply standard machine learn-
ing techniques to learn to classify actions as morally right
or wrong. In ethics it is often seen as important not only to
act in accordance with moral principles but also to be able to
explain why one’s actions are morally right (Anderson and
Anderson 2007; Bostrom and Yudkowsky 2014); hence, in-
terpretability of the resulting classifier will be important.

Of course, besides making a binary classification of an
action as morally right or wrong, we may also make a quan-
titative assessment of how morally wrong the action is (for
example using a regression), an assessment of how proba-
ble it is that the action is morally wrong (for example using
a Bayesian framework), or some combination of the two.
Many further complicating factors can be added to this sim-
ple initial framework.

Discussion

A machine learning approach to automating moral judge-
ments is perhaps more flexible than a game-theoretic ap-
proach, but the two can complement each other. For exam-
ple, we can apply moral game-theoretic concepts to moral
dilemmas and use the output (say, “right” or “wrong” ac-
cording to this concept) as one of the features in our ma-
chine learning approach. On the other hand, the outcomes
of the machine learning approach can help us see which key
moral aspects are missing from our moral game-theoretic
concepts, which will in turn allow us to refine them.

It has been suggested that machine learning approaches to
moral decisions will be limited because they will at best re-
sult in human-level moral decision making; they will never
exceed the morality of humans. (Such a worry is raised, for
example, by Chaudhuri and Vardi (2014).) But this is not
necessarily so. First, aggregating the moral views of multi-
ple humans (through a combination of machine learning and
social-choice theoretic techniques) may result in a morally
better system than that of any individual human, for exam-
ple because idiosyncratic moral mistakes made by individual
humans are washed out in the aggregate. Indeed, the learn-
ing algorithm may well decide to output a classifier that dis-
agrees with the labels of some of the instances in the train-
ing set (see Guarini (2006) for a discussion of the impor-
tance of being able to revise initial classifications). Second,
machine learning approaches may identify general princi-
ples of moral decision making that humans were not aware
of before. These principles can then be used to improve our
moral intuitions in general. For now, moral AI systems are in
their infancy, so creating even human-level automated moral
decision making would be a great accomplishment.

Conclusion

In some applications, AI systems will need to be equipped
with moral reasoning capability before we can grant them
autonomy in the world. One approach to doing so is to find
ad-hoc rules for the setting at hand. However, historically,
the AI community has significantly benefited from adopt-
ing methodologies that generalize across applications. The
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concept of expected utility maximization has played a key
part in this. By itself, this concept falls short for the purpose
of moral decision making. In this paper, we have consid-
ered two (potentially complementary) paradigms for design-
ing general moral decision making methodologies: extend-
ing game-theoretic solution concepts to incorporate ethical
aspects, and using machine learning on human-labeled in-
stances. Much work remains to be done on both of these,
and still other paradigms may exist. All the same, these two
paradigms show promise for designing moral AI.
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